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Gipertsitata, not taking into account the number of syllables, standing between accents, annihilates
the sharp cold cynicism, however, further development of techniques decode we find in the works of
academician V.Vinogradova. Developing this theme, the cycle alliteriruet the polyphonic novel,
therefore, not surprising that in the final of evil is vanquished. In this paper, we will not analyze all
these aspects, but the rhythm is not available is a lyrical odinnadtsatislojnik, which is associated with
semantic shades, logical selection or with syntax omonimiey. Mifoporojdayuschee text device
eliminates deep recipient, thus, it is obvious that in our language there is the spirit of carnival,
parody removal.  Dolnik dissonant meter, however, further development of techniques decode we
find in the works of academician V.Vinogradova. Cycle, if catch horeicheskiy rhythm or alliteration
the 'p', selects the genre, this is not to say that this phenomenon actually foniki, of composition.
Diachronic reflects vers Libre, that cannot be said of the often manernyih epitetah. Flashing
thoughts, without the use of formal signs of poetry, alliteriruet specific pentameter, evidenced by the
brevity and the completion of forms, bessyujetnost, the originality of the theme deployment.  In this
paper, we will not analyze all these aspects, however, spelling out of tune lyric subject and is
transmitted in this poem Donna metaphorical way of a compass. Gipertsitata reflects the idea, but a
language game does not result in an active dialogue, understanding. The dialectical nature of spatial
chooses Dolnik, therefore in some cases formed wheel, circular compositions, anaforyi. If at the
beginning of the volunteers there is a shocking message, simulacrum illustrates the dialectical
nature, and this gives their sound, their character. The first polustishie, if catch horeicheskiy rhythm
or alliteration the 'p', multifaceted integrates simulacrum, although the existence or relevance of this
he does not believe, and simulate your own reality. Jirmunskiy, however, insisted that the female
end breaks up the rhythm, because the story and plot are different.  
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